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Description
Dining fixed table which is the synthesis of the cross combination of three essential elements (top, central base 
and lower base) that, in a refined combination, offer an evocative scenic effect. The top rests only on a thin 
central base, but it is the wooden lower base in the shape of a cross that gives the table its solidity and structural 
force.

The design of the table offers a collective vision where the role of each element emerges in relation to the others 
in an appealing contrast between straight lines and soft curves, between masculinity and femininity.

The three different and distinct elements that compose it offer the possibility of creating various combinations 
of finishes and colors, for a highly customizable complement. The top is available in ceramic or marble and a 
wide range of variants are offered for the finishes of the metal central base.
Made in Italy.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF

Cross
Design: Alain Gilles



Finishes & Materials

Top (1): Matt or glossy ceramic / Ceramic silk finish / Marble.
Central Base (2): Metal (White / Anthracite grey / Brown / Black / Dove grey) / Plus metal (Bronze / 
Pearl gold / Platinum / Lead) / Special metal (Burnished / Matt brass / Matt copper).
Lower Cross Base (3): Solid wood (American walnut / Coal oak / Natural oak).
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Cross

Dimensions
A) 78”3/4W x 42”1/2D x 29”1/2H
B) 98”3/8W x 44”D x 29”1/2H

* This option is only available with marble top.
** This option is only available with ceramic top.

C) 110”1/4W x 45”1/4D x 29”1/2H *
D) 118”1/8W x 47”1/4D x 29”1/2H **

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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